
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Make a video game with 

by 



Hello world! Creating video games is a great way to express yourself. Whether this is your first time creating a 

video game or you have some experience, the goal is to have fun and to potentially learn something new. To create our 

video game, we will be using the programming language created by people at MIT, called Scratch. Scratch is a 

completely free visual coding language. You can even start playing around with coding without creating an account. 

However, creating an account is free and recommended because it will allow you to save your progress. This document 

will walk you through creating a simple video game. You will then be able to take these ideas to create your own game. 

Go to scratch.mit.edu and click “Join Scratch” or “Join” to create a free account (1). After that we are ready to 

start creating by clicking “Create” at the top left of the page (2). 

 

Before we get started it is important to understand the areas of the screen we are seeing. This is the area we will 

be primarily working in (1). Drag and drop code blocks here to start making a game. Scratch is a visual programming 

language. This means all the coding we will be doing is done with the groups of coding on the left (2). We will not be 

writing any code. The code we will be creating will affect the “sprite” or character we see in the sprite panel towards the 

bottom right (3). You can edit the way the player character looks here. The Costumes tab up top can be used to draw a 

new sprite to use.  Next to the sprite panel is the stage panel (4). This lets us change the background of our level or 

scene. At the top right you can see a preview of the game you are building (5). If you want to see how the code you 

created is working, test it out here. 



 

 Now that we are ready to start making our game, we first have to figure out what kind of game we want to 

make. Using a document to outline the game and potential goals can help keep us on track. This is called a “design 

document.” Since this year’s Summer Reading Club was ocean themed, let’s create an ocean themed video game! 

Design documents can be brief or very detailed. Ours will look something like this.  

 1) Level 

2) Character  

  A) Avatar/sprite 

  B) Controls 

3) Gameplay/Hazards 

4) Score 

Let’s get started! 

 

Level 

 For a game based on the ocean we will want an underwater level. We can create a level for our game by clicking 

on the Stage panel (1). Then click on the Backdrops tab at the top (2). Here you have two options to create your stage. 

You can use Scratch’s art tools to paint the background, or you can click on the blue icon at the bottom left of the screen 

(3) to see the premade backgrounds. For this tutorial, we will select “Underwater 1” for our game. 

 



The preview section should now look like this. 

  

 

Character 

 Now that we have our underwater level in place, the Scratch mascot cat looks out of place. Let’s change our 

character sprite into something that swims. At the bottom right of the screen, hover your mouse over the “Choose a 

Sprite” button and click on the magnifying glass icon. Once you see a list of sprites provided by Scratch, scroll down and 

select the Fish character.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

We now have two character sprites on our preview. Click back on the cat sprite, and then the garbage can X 

button next to the icon. Once we have our fish icon we can change it to fit our liking. Now click the Costumes tab at the 

top left of the screen. Here we see a list of four different fish. Select the one you want. You can paint more or color it 

differently with the artist tools.  After creating our fish sprite, we can now make it move! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Controls 

 So now we can program our character to move when we command it to. To do that, we will be using the code 

“blocks” on the left side of the screen, under the Code tab. In order to make the code blocks function we need to click 

and drag them to the central white box. To delete a code block, you can drag it back to the block groups, or right click on 

the block and select delete. 

 Before we start coding our fish character sprite to move, let’s create its starting point. To do that we will drag a 

“when ‘green flag/start button’ clicked” code block to the central programming area. This tells the fish sprite to do 

something when the game starts or when we click the green flag. Now we will click and drag “set x to (0),” “set y to (0),” 

and “point in direction (90)” under the event code block. With these code blocks attached our fish will always start at 

the middle pointing to the right of the screen. If you like you can change these variables to start somewhere else on the 

screen. The x coordinates for the play area range from -300 on the left to 300 on the right. The y coordinates range from 

-200 at the bottom to 200 at the top. Each sprite will have a different range depending on the center. 

To make the fish move we need to think about what code blocks should be used.  Under the Motions group 

there is a code block “move (10) steps.” Click and drag that to the active program area in the middle. Anytime there is a 

number or other variable in a (white bubble) that is a variable that you can change.  



  

 

This code block does nothing by itself because it does not know when to act when we are in the game. So, using 

the code block “when (space) key pressed,” in the Events grouping, we can make the fish move with the click of our 

button. Drag and snap the event code block to the top of the motions code block. I also changed the key press to the up-

arrow key to move our fish sprite. 

 

 

You can play with the speed of your fish by increasing or decreasing the number variable in the blue motion 

code block. We do not want out character to move offscreen where we cannot control them easily. Under the Motion 

group, use the code block “if on edge, bounce” and drag that under the “move (10) steps” block. Set the fish characters 

x,y coordinates to (0,0) to recenter the sprite.  



The fish stopping after each keypress is disruptive, to prevent this use a code block in the Control grouping that 

lets the fish character move forever once the key is pressed. Drag the blue motion block off of the event block. Drag the 

new forever control block to attach it to the event code block. Then drag the motion code block into the forever 

statement. Your code should look like this. 

 

Our fish now swims forever or until we tell it to stop. We can command it to stop by creating a new code script. 

We can use another event code block to stop the fish. I changed the keypress to the down-key. So now that we have 

that we need code that can stop the fish. There is a code block in the control grouping that says “stop (all).” Click and 

drag that to the event code block we just created. Also change “(all)” to “(other scripts in sprite)” to save us a headache 

in the future. So now our fish character will come to a complete stop when we press the down-arrow key.  

Extra: If you want your fish to come to a more natural stop we can use a delay block to make it seem as if the 

fish glides to a stop. There is a code block in the Control grouping called “wait (1) seconds.” Drag this between the down 

arrow key press code block and the stop code block to delay the stop command. You can change the time to change how 

responsive your fish character stops.  

 

 



Now that our fish character can move forward it is time to create code that will allow our fish to turn. Use 

another Event “when (  ) key pressed” code block. Change the variable to right arrow. Now click on the Motion grouping 

and drag a “turn  (15) degrees” to attach it to the right arrow key press code block. This allows our fish character to 

turn right when the right key is pressed. Now our fish needs to be able to turn left. Right click on the top block of our 

new code chain, the “when (right arrow) key pressed.” Click on duplicate. Since we clicked the top layer everything 

below is also duplicated. Change the duplicated code to make it control turning left. Change (right arrow) to (left arrow). 

Also make sure that our new command does what we want it to with the turn  block. You can either change it from 

(15) to (-15) or delete this blue code block and drag the opposite turn code block, “turn  (15) degrees.” Now the fish 

character can turn both directions while it swims. 

 

Gameplay 

 Now we have a fish that can swim around the screen. While fun, this isn’t a game. We need a goal. The goal of 

the game would ideally be decided on when creating the design document at the beginning. We can have our fish be 

chased by a shark, the fish’s goal can be to eat the most fish food, or it can be whatever you want it to be. For this 

project we will keep it simple, and have the fish try to eat falling fish food to get points in a time limit. 

 

Score 

 First, we need to create the fish food sprite that our fish character is trying to gobble up. At the bottom right of 

the screen, in the sprite area click on the “Choose a Sprite” icon. I used the “Ball” sprite to represent the fish food 

floating around. You can create your own or change this sprite to fit what you want. Now we have a sprite that 

represents how we are going to score points when our player character touches it. 

 Let’s start off with an Event code block “when ‘green flag’ clicked. We now want the fish food sprite to start at 

the top of the screen and then float to the bottom. There are several different ways to accomplish this, and this is where 

you can start to develop your own style of coding. Since I want the food sprite to start at the top and fall towards the 

bottom, we will need two motion block commands to start, “go to x: ( ) y ( )” to spawn the sprite at the top and a “glide ( 

) secs to x: ( ) y: ( )” to tell the sprite where to go. Drag those under the event start code block. When tested the fish food 

sprite should start moving. Change the value in the glide block to speed up or slow down the rate at which the ball 

moves. It will always do the same thing when we start our game because the values in our variable fields are static and 

won’t change. Let’s change that. We can do that with the “random variable” code block under the green Operators 



grouping. Use the “pick random (1) to (10)” code block and drag it to the coding area by itself. Change the variable fields 

to -248 and 248. Right click the block and duplicate it. Drag one into the X variable for the blue “go to x: (HERE) y: ( ).” 

Set Y to 188. Drag the other to the blue motion code block’s X variable. Set the Y variable to -187. Test the code chain. 

Our ball sprite should start at the top and glide to somewhere on the bottom of the screen each time we click the green 

flag. If we put the two motion code blocks into a “forever” loop control code block and then attach that to the “when 

‘green flag’ clicked” button, we should see the ball continually fall. Our code should look like this. 

  

 Now it is time to start coding a way to score points and keep track of them. First off, we will go to the Variables 

grouping. Click on “Make a Variable.” Type in “Score” or anything else you want like “yum.” Once you do that a score 

counter will appear at the top left of the screen. 

 To add points to our score counter, we are going to create a new code chain on the Ball sprite. Click and drag a 

new Events “when ‘green flag’ clicked” to start the chain. Each time we start the game we want the score to reset to 

zero. We can do that with a code block “set (my variable) to (0)” in the Variables grouping. Change “my variable” in that 

block to “Score” or whatever you named your new variable. Now we have to be able to add to the Score variable. In 

order to score a point a certain condition has to be met, and that is having the fish sprite touch the ball/food sprite. 

While we are playing the game, we want the game to always check if we are scoring. So, drag out a “forever” control 

block and attach that below the “set (Score) to (0)” block. The way we are going to check if the fish has touched the food 

we will use a “if ( ) then” block also within the Control grouping. Drag that into the “forever” block. Inside the blank 

variable field, we want to tell the code to do something. That something is check if the ball has touched the Fish sprite. 

To do that, we will go to the “Sensing” group and drag the “touching (mouse-pointer)?” into the empty field of the “If” 

block. Change (mouse-pointer) to (Fish). Now that we can detect if the Ball has touched the Fish we need to use this 

code chain to add points. Drag a “change (my variable) by (1)” into the “if” code block grouping. We also should put a 

“hide” code block from the “Looks” grouping after we change the score so that it disappears after the fish eats the food. 

Also, more importantly it will take it away so that the score doesn’t keep going up as the two sprites stay in contact. 

Awesome, now our scoring mechanism works how it should! Now there is just one code block to add to our chain where 

the Ball/food sprite spawns. Since we hid the sprite when it touched the fish, the game doesn’t know when to show it 



again with our code as is. We need to drag a “show” code block from the “Looks” grouping above the code for the 

random spawning. Our code should look like this now. 

 

Endgame 

 All good things must come to an end and we need to think of a conclusion to our game. Does the game end 

when the player loses all their lives? Should there be a time limit? Is there a goal that the player must accomplish? For 

this game iteration we will make the endgame based on a time limit. 

 To create a timer, we will need to create another variable. Click on “Make a Variable” and name it “Time.” The 

variable is now displayed on the top left of the screen. Before we start coding to make the timer work, let’s create a 

game over screen. Click on the Stage area at the bottom right of the screen. With the Stage area selected we can now 

click on the Backdrops tab at the top left. 



 At the bottom left of the new screen click on “Choose a Backdrop.” You can select a game over screen to upload 

or click on the Paint brush icon to create one in Scratch. Rename the new Backdrop “Game Over.” 

 

 With your new screen created it will replace the Underwater level we were using. We will switch back to that 

later. Now, we need to create the code that will allow the timer to function. Click the code tab at the top left. The timer 

needs to start when we click the Green Flag button. Use the Event code block “when ‘green flag’ clicked.” After that we 

need to drag a Variable code block to tell the timer where to start counting. The block that will do that is “set (my 

variable) to (0).” “My variable” should be changed to “Time” and change (0) to a higher number, this will represent how 

long the game will go in seconds. Use another Control code block “repeat until <  >” and drag that to the bottom of the 

chain. This will start our code to count down until zero. Inside the blank variable field, we need to tell this code to keep 

working until Time is zero. Use a green Operator code block < (  ) = (50)>. Drag that into the empty variable slot on the 

“repeat until” code. Change the second variable field, (50), to (0). Now we need to change that first field to “Time.” Drag 

that from the variable field. A nice aspect of Scratch being a visual based coding language is that they have the code 

blocks shaped to match the other code blocks that will work (i.e. hexagon code block into a hexagon slot, circle code 

block into a circle clot, etc.). Out code chain should look like this. 



 Within the “repeat until” block loop we need to make the timer count down. To do that we can use a “wait (1) 

seconds” code block and then a Variables code block “change (my variable) by (1)” to subtract time. Change (my 

variable) to (Time) and (1) to (-1). The code should now look like this. 

 

 The timer counts down when tested to zero but the game keeps going even after the time is up. We need to 

stop the game and let the player know it is over. To do that we will change the screen to our new “Game Over” screen. 

To do that we will use a purple Looks code block “switch backdrop to (  ).” Change the selection to “Game Over” and 

drag that to the end of the chain. We now need to tell the game that when we start the backdrop should be set to 

“Underwater 1” or your custom backdrop. Drag another “switch backdrop to (Underwater 1)” right after the top block. 

Finally, to stop the balls and fish moving drag a Control code block “stop (all)” to the end of this code chain. It should 

look like this now. 

 

 You just created a basic video game!  



 

Bonus Levels 

 You just created a first draft of your game. Go back and add some more polish. Can you create a start screen 

before the game? Try animating your character swimming. Add more food pellets falling on the screen. Can you create 

levels?  Be creative! Coding can be fun like a puzzle.  

  

 If you are stumped by a problem while creating check out the bunch of tutorials on Scratch’s website, YouTube, 

or even look inside the other games on Scratch. Scratch encourages remixing and learning from others. When you play a 

game and you see something you want to learn how they programmed that click on the blue “See Inside” button at the 

top right of the page.  

 

 


